
Fairytale Destruction

Sunrise Avenue

There is an end for all 
Even the strongest feelings can fall 
We ain’t nothing but a minute away from tears 

We got to appoint I can’t stand 
I’ve had it to the limit, I wound pretend 
I ain’t more than a minute away from walking 

We can’t cry the night away 
We can’t find a need to stay 
Only lieing words would sound there on our side 

Out of my life, out of my mind 
Out of the scene that we can’t defind 
We’ve bin together but so alone 
Trying all the tricks but no 
Out of my head, out of my bed 
Out of the dreams that we had, they’re bad 

We ain’t nothing but 
Fairytale Destruction 

Another night and I bleed 
They all make mistakes and so did we 
I ain’t nothing but a men with the hateing heard 
Find a new one to fool 
Beeing an Idiot, well I won't swallow 
Even that was your phrase to make feel alone 

We can’t cry the night away 
We can’t find a need to stay 
Only lieing words would sound there on our side 

Out of my life, out of my mind 

Out of the scene that we can’t defind 
We’ve bin together but so alone 
Trying all the tricks but no 
Out of my head, out of my bed 
Out of the dreams that we had, they’re bad 
We ain’t nothing but 
Fairytale Destruction 

We get out 

We can’t cry the night away 
We can’t find a need to stay 
Only lieing words would sound there on our side 

Out of my life, out of my mind 
Out of the scene that we can’t defind 
We’ve been together but so alone 
Trying all the tricks but no 
Out of my head, out of my bed 
Out of the dreams that we had, they’re bad 
We ain’t nothing but 
Fairytale Destruction 
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